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Abstract—Increasing technological developments indicate potential for a variety of improvements in the domestic environment. As part of an interdisciplinary research project, this study interviewed households prior to the installation of smart home technologies (SHTs) in order to identify critical issues at the pre-installation phase. Semi-structured interviews took place in 16 houses before the installation of SHTs, when a range of smart sensors and controls were presented to households for the first time. At this stage, they started to make key decisions about which devices to use, where to install, and how to position them. Participants mentioned diverse issues surrounding the introduction of SHTs. To guide the qualitative analysis, an organizing framework for research on smart homes and their users was used. This paper indicates that, even though participants appreciate the functional aspects of SHTs and the possibilities of a better living, their concerns related to technology (hardware & software), design (acceptability & usability) and spaces (home as complex places) are numerous. These results complement the existing literature (which focuses more on the use phase) with the perceived enablers and barriers prior to the installation of SHTs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human activities impose significant challenges to sustainability, and governments try to reach agreements on carbon emissions in an attempt to combat climate change [27]. Countries often have programs targeting energy conservation in diverse fields such as greener generation and efficiency, often with limited success [31]. The UK government expects, by 2050, an 80% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions in comparison to 1990 levels [18]. The housing sector accounts for more than one third of the total energy use, and space heating is the largest energy end use in homes [18]. Therefore, efforts towards reducing gas and electricity consumption within the domestic sector will have an important effect on overall consumption.

There are three general routes for reducing rates of energy-consumption in the domestic sector [57]. These comprise of (i) replace the existing stock or refurbish current homes to achieve low-energy standards, (ii) use only low energy appliances and other equipment, and (iii) promote energy saving behaviours among occupants. Previous research indicates a potential for reducing domestic energy use merely through behaviour change. For example, even when living in low energy houses, inhabitants can behave in a non-efficient way [14, 32]. However, in order to comply with building standard regulations and government recommendations, existing houses will require diverse physical improvements. Those involve heat efficiency through improved insulation and glazing, electrical
efficiency in lighting and appliances, and building-level decarbonized heating [39].

At present, there is debate around the proposition of large scale clearance and new constructions to accelerate the replacement of inefficient stock with new, improved homes [7]. However, studies indicate that refurbishment of the existing housing stock offers clear advantages in time, cost, and can still reduce significantly energy use in buildings [46]. Energy efficient renovations of existing buildings, usually referred to as ‘retrofit’, can work as an alternative to reducing a buildings’ footprint. Even older, poorly insulated and hard-to-treat-buildings “can be retrofitted to achieve high energy efficiency standards” [13].

A recent research project proposes the ‘power law of engagement’ [52] to guide users through seven steps towards the ‘master’ level, i.e. an energy efficiency expert. The authors state that it is important to find the key barriers and drivers “to get disengaged households retrofitting their properties” [52]. Previous research lists some of the barriers that deter people from performing domestic improvements, which limit the implementation of energy efficiency measures [41]. The most frequent explanations mentioned were their own values as barriers (i.e. what they deem as important), financial cost, the professionalism of the building industry (e.g. poorly skilled, unreliable or costly), lack of time or property features (e.g. size, shape characteristics of the property), among others. Their results show that a range of social and emotional barriers can “cause inertia or even halt projects for many years” [41]. Wilson et al. [53] identified four key variables influencing efficiency renovations: (i) attributes such as upfront costs and payback periods; (ii) decisions about expectations on savings or reliability of contractors; (iii) characteristics of the decision makers (age, education, attitudes, household size and composition); and (iv) contexts like home tenure and physical characteristics. One comprehensive literature review [54] indicated dozens of themes influencing homeowners’ renovation decisions, as highlighted by applied behavioural research. Results showed a range of personal and contextual variables which may explain why “homeowners remain stubbornly resistant to improving their homes’ energy efficiency” [54].

One recent policy initiative to attempt to reduce carbon emissions in the UK is the ‘Green Deal’ [19]. This scheme tries to reduce barriers by eliminating the initial financial costs of energy saving retrofits and minimizing uncertainties on contractor reliability. Refurbishment of properties will be (hopefully reduced) gas and electricity bills. Studies show that households are often uncertain about future financial benefits [45], predicted savings can be overestimated, and hard-to-treat dwellings and residences in fuel poverty are unlikely to be included [8].

A number of studies have evaluated the role of technology to bring about sustainability. The potential of technological interventions has gained increased attention in the past decades in fields with diverse titles such as Sustainable Interaction Design [6], Environmental Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) [33], Sustainable HCI [24, 40, 49] or Information and Communication Technologies for Sustainability (ICT4S) [38]. However, there is demand for increased research in the area, especially regarding success evaluation [40, 49, 50].

A large body of research investigates the use of smart meter data as a way of providing feedback of energy use and motivating savings [1, 15, 16, 59]. Previous research indicated that feedback should be given frequently and over a long period of time, providing appliance-level breakdown, having a clear and appealing presentation, and be computer-based [29]. However, the effectiveness of smart meter data might be sometimes over-estimated [10, 11]. Savings can be modest [29] or non-existent: a study with randomly selected households demonstrated that a display with real-time information had no effect on electricity consumption [43]. Feedback technologies often fade into the background with time, and savings can be compromised by the rebound effect [56]. People sometimes compensate savings increasing expenditure on the same or other energy intense activities, therefore part of the efficiency provided by the behaviour change or technological improvement is offset by increased consumption [5, 34].

Smart home technologies (SHTs) attempt to expand on the provision of feedback about the consumption of resources by providing building occupants with advanced monitoring and control capabilities [2]. A growing body of research explores the potential of SHTs [22], but frequently focuses on the diverse possibilities offered by the technological developments. It has been observed that the consumers’ needs are sometimes overlooked in often technology-driven projects [35]. Content analysis of marketing materials indicates that the smart home industry portrays users as being rational decision makers who want to save energy, money and time [36]. Users roles are limited to ‘taking’ the technology once it is installed in their homes, and user involvement in co-design, experimentation or adaptation is not mentioned. It appears that both industry and academia dedicate more efforts into the technological aspects of smart homes. The disciplinary areas of articles selected for a systematic literature review “was overwhelmingly based in the engineering and technical sciences (67% of all articles) with medical and health sciences (20%) and social sciences (13%) much less common” [36]. Previous research suggested technical, social and pragmatic challenges [25] which should be addressed to increase the chances of wider adoption of SHTs. Research with users of smart homes illustrated issues involving inflexibility and poor manageability of these systems, indicating limitations to broader acceptance [9].

A systematic review of the current state of research identified a gap in the literature regarding the users and how they might use SHTs [55]. Likewise, an earlier research study suggested the need for flexibility and modifications in SHTs to fit the improvisations and breakdowns observed in domestic routines [17]: “Smart Home technology looks set to become a feature of people’s lives, whether it is wanted or not”. But it is important to identify what people value in their home environment [35]. As highlighted by a previous review [37], there is a tendency to focus on optimising efficiency, as if technology could alone address the issue of energy consumption. The success of using technology to promote sustainability in the home depends not only on the advancing technological development towards enhanced functionalities
Research on SHT as ICT4S is especially important given the rollout of smart meters scheduled nationally in the UK and the possibility of integrating it with SHT currently in the marketplace. The government promised to introduce smart meters in every dwelling by 2019 [20] and several additional systems can be purchased off-the-shelf [36] to provide a wide range of potential benefits such as safety, leisure, e-health and home energy management [12]. DECC explains that the proposed smart meters can establish wireless ‘home area networks’ which will allow consumers to pair devices such as displays, controls and smart appliances [21]. It indicates that homes are soon becoming more connected and more capable. With increasing technological developments, the affordances brought about from the smart meter rollout and the opportunity for the final user to buy SHT commercially available themselves, there is the need to understand the range of issues to do with the installation of this technology. Therefore this study investigated people’s perceptions prior to the installation of SHTs in order to identify enablers and barriers related to the introduction of a range of smart sensors and controls, when they were presented to households for the first time.

II. THE REFIT PROJECT

The REFIT project is a multidisciplinary research investigating the use of SHTs in UK homes. The project aims to improve knowledge and understanding about how smart meter and home data can be used to provide personalised retrofit advice to homeowners and how consumers accept, adapt and use SHTs. The premise is that additional information on aspects such as room temperatures, occupancy sensing and gas consumption could potentially help households’ retrofitting decision making process. In other words, using smart home data streams could help “to improve our understanding of actual building performance” and consequently “better advice can be given to the householder on the energy savings available from retrofitting” [28]. The ultimate goals comprise improving energy efficiency and adoption of on-site renewable technology options for UK homes.

Final outcomes of this research project will involve different approaches for providing retrofit advice, based on persuasive ICT-enabled decision support systems derived from the Smart Home data. Through the interaction with the system householders will obtain the advice for long-term behaviour change and for well-informed retrofit purchasing decisions.

The REFIT project is conducting a 2.5 year field study and has deployed SMTs in a sample of 20 UK homes. The equipment was installed in two main phases. During a first round of home visits in 2012-13 a number of gas, electricity and temperature monitors were installed. These sensors collected baseline data and provided information for studies on thermal performance modelling [23] and power disaggregation [26], among others. Households were not given access to the data at this point.

The second phase of this research involved the final installation of the SHTs into the participants’ homes. Smart sensors and controls were installed and access to the online services given to participants. RWE Smarthome™ devices1 were fitted to manage the heating system output, allow zonal thermal control and provide home security features. The devices include:

- One central controller that communicates with the other RWE devices
- Nine radiator thermostats with remote or local control of temperature. This device is also a temperature and air humidity sensor.
- Three room thermostats to control radiators in a particular room or zone
- Six indoor and one indoor motion detectors with integrated brightness sensor
- Door and window contact sensors to record opening and closing events
- One smoke detector and alarm
- Two wall-mounted transmitters working as physical switches to trigger actions
- One remote control providing 8 buttons which can be configured to control devices in the RWE system.

Additional devices include Z-Wave Vera3™ controllers2 and Current Cost units3 to monitor electricity consumption, and Z-Wave smart plugs to give remote and automated control over selected appliances. British Gas Hive Active Heating system4 was also offered to households as a way to control their boiler remotely. Those who wanted and had a compatible boiler had it installed during a subsequent phase.

III. STUDY DESIGN

The demand for better understanding of SHTs from a user’s perspective motivated the design of this study. This paper reports the pre-installation visits, when the RWE Smarthome™ system and Z-Wave smart plugs were presented to the households. These visits took place after the first phase (when background monitoring equipment was installed) and closely preceded the second phase (when the SHTs were installed). The participants’ first contact with the SHTs (which users would actually control) was used as an opportunity to investigate issues surrounding the introduction these devices into participants’ homes. After presenting and briefly demonstrating how the devices work, semi-structured interviews were conducted, and when possible, all family members took part in the discussion. From the 20 participant households, 16 were interviewed in this stage of the project (Table 1). The final installation process was scheduled for one

---

1 https://www.rwe-smarthome.de/web/cms/en/448330/smarthome/
2 http://getvera.com/
3 http://www.currentcost.com/
4 https://www.hivehome.com/
week after this visit. Four households (of the 16) were interviewed on the same day of the actual installation due to schedule conflicts.

The topics of the interviews focused on decisions about which of the available equipment they want to use, where to install equipment in the home, how to position those, concerns related to aesthetics, damages to the property and so on. The audio data from these interviews has been transcribed and thematically analysed to provide insights into households’ decision making process, expectations and perceived barriers to the introduction of the technology. We also asked if they looked for information elsewhere, how involved they were with these decisions, and how happy they were with changes during the process. All recordings were imported to NVivo, to allow coding of each statement into themes and to provide a better understanding of the qualitative data.

Table 1 - Households’ demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>House code</th>
<th>Number of residents</th>
<th>Adults’ ages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>51 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>79 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>58 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32 43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. RESULTS

Participants mentioned a wide range of issues surrounding the introduction of the smart kit. To guide the qualitative analysis, an organizing framework for research on smart homes and their users was used [55]. Responses were coded into 9 different categories involving the reasons for adopting smart homes, who are the users, and the challenges for realising the smart home. Figure 1 shows the coding frequency on each aspect of the framework, with breakdown of themes contained in each box. We present below an overview of these themes captured from the interviews as categorized by the organizing framework.

A. Grand ‘narratives’ of the smart home

The first aspect is related to the grand ‘narratives’ of the smart home, comprising the reasons why people adopt these technologies. When prompted via the semi-structured interview, or when being presented with the devices, the larger number of responses involved the functional aspect of smart homes. Participants envision several aspects of their domestic life that can benefit from the introduction of smart technology. Security and safety were often mentioned, either to monitor intruders or occupants via the motion sensors and door and window contacts. Having another smoke detector and alarm was also appreciated.

The convenience of controlling temperature in rooms for different occasions using wall-mounted switches, and remote controls for the heating system were also frequently stated. The female adult participant from house 17 (H17-F) explains her expectations of less effort allowed by the controls: “This on/off switch looks good to me! (laughs) Just press a button and that’s done nice and easy, yeah!” The male adult in house 10 (H10-M) illustrates the usefulness of zonal control: “presumably it’s mainly about keeping the temperature in rooms comfortable”.

Substantially less mentions involved the instrumental aspect of SHTs. The system can help households achieve reductions, as H7-M describes: “Maybe we’ll save some energy, save some money on energy possibly”. H3-M adds the need to make energy visible: “What I’m hoping to see is how we are actually behaving in terms of the house and the energy we are using in the house, the patterns of the day, of the week, of the month, of the season”. Sociotechnical motivations were also mentioned during the visits. Some participants wanted to be up to date with new technology, learn and engage with new technologies, as H19-F describes: “So it’s interesting to be sort of in at the start of this stuff being used”. H10-M mentions the integration of technology as a co-evolution and incremental adoption of ‘stuff’ [47] into their house:

We’ve got a second router which Google or Streetwise or whatever they’re called… which is ‘daisy chained’ I think he called it, into one of the other routers. And then we’ve got the Virgin router where you know... (laughs) So we don’t really need all of those, I don’t quite know how we’ve ended up with so many.

Often participants expected more features than possible with the systems being introduced, such as advanced security with CCTV or integration with existing equipment, for example automatic curtains, non-programmable dishwasher or washing machines, and ceiling lights.

B. Users and the use of the smart home

The second category in the research framework identify who uses the smart home and how. It aggregated the classification of participants, how they would use the smart home and how their homes are characterised. We observed five households demonstrating advanced rational use of energy. Participants were explaining their current habits, their recently updated appliances or energy management techniques. H8-F explains how she makes good use of the cheaper overnight tariff:

I mean now, because it’s half past 8 cut off, you know we’re up at 6 in the morning, I can have some cakes made in that time, you know. If I worked it out the night before and weighed the ingredients out, when I get, come downstairs in the
morning, all I’ve got to do is switch on the mixer, turn the oven on and while I’m having a shower, the cakes are cooking!” (laughs)

This level of commitment to cheap electricity is remarkable given that it can be difficult to adapt everyday routines to fit in with flexible tariffs [44]. Householders also demonstrated a need for control, when wanting to have access to raw data or planning to use patterns of room occupation. Participants mentioned performing improvements to the house such as redecorating and DIY or incorporating different technologies, usually installing it themselves.

H6-M wanted to use the smart home controls to improve the heating system to modern standards:

“that’s where I want to be, I want to move from a system that is in my view totally antiquated.

The information provided by SHTs can motivate new patterns of behaviours as a way to promote energy saving among occupants [57]. H3-M describes how he could use data coming from the installed devices:

“I expect is that once, once this programme is stable, a picture will emerge that will be contrasted with the baseline that has been set over the months before, that is going to show [female] and me where we should change our lifestyle or habits to improve our energy efficiency.

Further use of data provided by the smart home system was proposed by H21-F. Although not related to energy efficiency retrofits, she explains how occupancy data can inform planned works: “We’re looking at extending the house, so it would be quite interesting, where we do spend more of our time and

Grand ‘narratives’ of the smart home

Why the smart home?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>Instrumental</th>
<th>Socio-technical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Better living</strong></td>
<td><strong>Achieve reductions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Co-evolution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>Save energy, save money</td>
<td>Relationship of technology and society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience, automation</td>
<td>Sustainability, low-carbon energy future</td>
<td>Use and meaning of technology being constructed and iteratively negotiated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety, security</td>
<td>Make it visible to promote savings</td>
<td>Pervasive integration of ICT into practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy management</td>
<td>Shift demand</td>
<td>Technology embedded in everyday objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle support</td>
<td>User-control, programmed optimization of appliances and micro-generation</td>
<td>Societal changes, indirect consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted living</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Users and the use of the smart home

Who uses the smart home and how?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prospective users</th>
<th>Decision &amp; interaction with smart homes</th>
<th>Characterising home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>User needs &amp; wants</strong></td>
<td><strong>User-technology interactions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Home as complex places</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational energy users</td>
<td>Provides information for decision making</td>
<td>A set of walls and enclosed spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller, on an ICT-enhanced lifestyle</td>
<td>Ongoing, repeated and adaptive decision making and control</td>
<td>Internally differentiated, emotionally loaded, shared, contested places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home improvers, incorporate to houses</td>
<td>One-off input, set-and-forget, intelligent systems without user involvement</td>
<td>Spatial layout defining activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiated families and members</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chatter and technology giving meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly and vulnerable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Challenges for realising the smart home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User-related challenges</th>
<th>Acceptability &amp; usability</th>
<th>Domesticating technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardware &amp; software</strong></td>
<td><strong>Design challenges</strong></td>
<td><strong>Everyday life at home</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological challenges</td>
<td>Practical and ergonomic concerns with user friendliness</td>
<td>How smart technology align and adapt to the messy nature of everyday life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability, no failures, no errors</td>
<td>Trust, security and data protection</td>
<td>How households currently manage homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>Lack of transparency from developers and suppliers</td>
<td>Unpredictable routines, periodic changes, exceptions, improvisation, conflicting roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility with other systems and with retrospective devices</td>
<td>Overpower users with complex technology</td>
<td>Everyday routines and social arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility with future installations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional reliability and manageability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of mentions in each category, by participants, during the pre-installation home visits

Figure 1 - Organizing framework for research on smart home and their users, adapted from [55] with coding frequency
whether or not what we’re planning is the right sort of thing”.

During the interviews participants defined the complexity of their homes, usually more than a set of walls and enclosed spaces. H4-F’s description of their house presents challenges to thermal management: “This is solid wall, high ceilings, the extension is cavity wall, insulated, lower ceilings. [...] Two things going on at once, yeah”. This setting would make it difficult for algorithms to predict the building performance since simulations are generally done in standard houses [4], but would benefit from zonal controls provided by SHT. Participants’ homes were also emotionally loaded and contested places. The introduction of sensors, controls and central units affects the aesthetics of the house in different levels for different households. H6-M illustrates:

I was thinking, how on earth am I going to hide the cables? Am I going to need to mount it on the wall, and how? Well the biggest practicality is, how do I get the Ethernet cable from this box to the Vera box and make it alright?

This concern is in clear contrast to other participants who laughed about the ‘spaghetti of wires’ they have, the cobwebs and how the spiders must be happy ‘in that corner where the router is’.

C. Challenges for realising the smart home

Participants frequently mentioned issues relating to the challenges for realising the smart home, for example technological aspects of hardware and software. Participants demonstrated also concerns with errors, failures, and the amount of batteries being used by the devices. Some participants were not equipped to use the smart home to its full extent, and the introduction of smart controls seemed problematic compared to current arrangements. When told that she will be able to control the system via a smartphone, H11-F replied:

I’m not going to get a smartphone unless somebody tells me... you know, for some reason I have to, I do not want one! So, and I’m not going to use my computer to change a radiator valve because I’d just go into the room to change it, if I ever did!

Another user-related challenge involves the acceptability and usability of the systems. Participants were afraid that it may be too complicated and difficult to understand, control and use. The concept of ‘learning curve’ was mentioned a few times. This is a recurrent challenge on smart home research [25]. Some participants also mentioned that the devices are not very aesthetically pleasant, too big or don’t match the decor. Concerns with trust, security and data protection were also mentioned, as H19-F illustrates:

If it just detects one person in the house coming in regularly at this time, that could be a security issue. I mean, [male]’s away a lot, so I’m here on my own and it is quite dark and quiet and... (laughs) you know, it’s those kind of things that you... (laughs) I mean... How secure is the data?

Our interviews pictured users’ lives as being complex and inserted in messy environments, with unpredictable routines, exceptions and periodic changes. Technology is often pushed into people’s homes without a comprehensive understanding of user needs [35]. Some households doubted how SHT matches their everyday life, practices and the way they manage their homes. People normally already have arrangements to control temperatures and appliances. Some participants see that technology is not needed for certain tasks, or may require a change in practices to accommodate and domesticate the new technology. H21-M illustrates: “I think it will take a bit of getting used to because it’s a different way of how we already run and do the heating and those sorts of things”.

Household 7 indicated that SHTs may not be of much use for their current lifestyles:

Female: It’s always worked really well, the boiler’s just programmed to come on at certain times with the heating, and we just leave it at that and forget about it all winter don’t we?

Male: Yeah... you can go, oh I’ve forgotten to turn the heating off, I can turn it off, I don’t need to leave it on, but ... I think it’s going to be probably quite ... limited because we’re on a schedule!

Conflicting roles between who wants to manage the heating system efficiently and who wants to get on with the domestic tasks were illustrated by the couple in house 02:

Male: - So I can stop [female] from drying the washing in the house with the windows open and the radiators on using those [window contact sensors], can’t I? Because it will turn the radiator off when there’s a window open.

Female: - As long as you’re not bothered about not having any dry clothes, clean dry clothes, that’s fine!

V. DISCUSSION

The reduction of carbon emissions in the domestic sector requires more commitment than what is currently in place, and efforts should combine behavior change and infrastructure improvements to meet the challenging targets. Retrofit measures can be implemented to bring current homes to tough standards of efficiency and thermal performance and reduce space heating energy demand. SHTs have the potential to improve control and inform homeowners about the performance of their houses, and therefore indicate possible changes in behavior or infrastructure upgrades that could bring about energy efficiency.

Nowadays households are experiencing an intensification of smartness in the domestic environments. More systems are being pushed into homes by technological developments, government regulations and the wide availability of SHT off-the-shelf. These systems are beginning to penetrate beyond an audience of wealthy or tech-savvy homeowners, but have yet to be widely adopted [42]. Before we are able to see any broad implementation, more research is needed to understand issues surrounding the installation process.

The analysis of interviews described in this paper indicates that households tapped a myriad of factors related to both enablers and barriers to the adoption of SHTs. Participants’ expectations include the benefits already established by previous research and industry, such as functional (comfort, convenience, security), instrumental (savings, sustainability, feedback) and socio-technical (keep on with technology).
However, a large number of challenges were mentioned by participants, even before they started using the technology.

Our participants described diverse routines in place in activities such as laundry, cooking or heating. These activities were determined by a range of factors including the available infrastructure, their competencies and the perceived efficient method for achieving their objectives (e.g. drying clothes with the windows open). Higher level ‘systems of provision’ such as the supplier’s tariff also influenced activities (e.g. baking cakes at 6 in the morning). Frequently, heating systems are used in a ‘set and forget’ fashion, and the introduction of smart controls may disrupt this convenience and comfort. Even when using modern smart thermostats, the novelty wears off and consequently fine-tuning schedules for energy efficiency does not last long [58]. The energy intense activities at home are embedded in practices and therefore need to be better understood, and it presents challenges to the introduction of SHTs if it requires changes in these practices [48].

One frequent issue raised by participants was the perceived difficulty of use. People are familiar to frustrations caused by technology, and a new system in the home was approached with care. Our participants ranged from tech-savvy to technophobes. Some were in fact unsure of the suitability of the technology into their environments. They showed concerns with a possible over-powering and complex technology replacing simple tasks like switching off radiator valves. As Mennicken and Huang put it, “it’s not smart if I can do it better” [42]. People are often negatively aware of the difficulties surrounding new technologies, and our results support the challenges that Brush et al. indicated about unreliability and complexity [9].

One of the advantages of using SHTs as part of a decision making support tool is that it can empower homeowners to come up with their own solutions to improve energy efficiency. We observed that some of our participants’ houses had been through a number of modifications and extensions over the years. We also noticed complex levels of integration between the built environment and existing technologies [47], requiring retrospective compatibility and possibility of incremental smartness. It is also important to “respect existing technological arrangements in the home and make new installations fit in with them” [51].

The uniqueness of our participant’s homes aligns with previous research demonstrating that “[m]any UK homes have peculiarities and physical constraints which do not enable them to be simply retrofitted with standard solutions” [30]. Our sample houses seemed to be also emotionally loaded and contested spaces, with participants concerning about the possible physical damage or compromised aesthetics caused by the introduction of SHTs. Homeowners are best suited to manage the energy consumption and promote savings. However, a better understanding of users in context is needed to convince them retrofitting their homes.

Modern building techniques and materials can guarantee that new homes are efficient and comply with building recommendations [39]. When building new houses it is possible to incorporate SHTs custom designed from the start [25]. However, with the predominantly old housing stock in the UK and its slow renewal, there’s a triple challenge: first, it is necessary to find ways to fit SHT into existing homes [3]. Then, to define which retrofit measures would be more adequate. Finally, proceed with the retrofit to improve energy efficiency. We believe that SHTs can provide the information to guide these improvements, once adopted by households. Further phases of this research will involve the development of decision support systems to for providing retrofit advice using data from SHTs.

Participants of our study didn’t have to pay any of the costs involved with the installation of SHTs. For that reason, financial barriers were not mentioned as a challenge for adoption. Initial costs and payback periods are a concern among those who have to fund their own systems [9]. Often the installation process requires upgrades to existing hardware, such as incompatible or defective radiator valves. Other than the devices and systems themselves, costs involving labor and parts surely create further challenges for broader adoption of SHTs.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study contributes to the existing knowledge of domestic energy use and users in an attempt to understand better the challenge of sustainable consumption, human behaviour and lifestyle [48]. This paper presented results from interviews with 16 households as part of the REFIT project. In the context of this study, thematic analysis indicates that the challenges are stronger and more frequent than the motivations for realising the smart home. Nevertheless, it presents opportunities for both industry and academia to understand that there is a tendency to focus on the technical aspects of smart homes. It is necessary to dedicate more effort to understand users, scenarios and contexts. Design research methods and social sciences research can be incorporated into the engineering and technical sciences to foster the development of SHTs and therefore improve its acceptance. With a truly interdisciplinary development we can improve the chances of a wider adoption of these technologies and consequently realise the benefits of SHTs to improve homes, lives and promote sustainable energy consumption.
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